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The relationship between the school and its community is enhanced
through effective communication. Parents were interviewed to discover
their perception of effective communication and to understand, from their
perspective, '\-Vhat is needed to improve communication. The intervie\lvS and
implications thereof are discussed as well as the results.
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CHAPTER I
Purpose of the Study
Can a horse be drav.m to "Water only to find out that the "Water has
been drained? When parents from your school enter the building, do those
parents feel welcomed or do butterflies turn in their stomachs in anticipation
)

of the unknov.m?
Parents at times feel uninformed with the school issues. Frustration
emerges and communications are halted. The purpose of this project "Was to
find out what is effective in the elementary school-community relations,
taken from the parents· perspective, so that these areas can be built upon
and used to enhance further communications.
Cattermole and Robinson ( 1985), conducted research in Canada and
concluded what "Was the most effective '\lolays to improve communication
between home and school (see chapter 2). According to their research, there
are at least three good reasons for school administrators and teachers to
forge strong links with the communities they serve.
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The first reason cited was that educators must understand the needs
and expectations of students and parents.
Second, parents and other citizens need accurate up-to-date
information about the school if they are to make sound judgments about how
well the schools are meeting the needs of students and community.
Finally, close communication between schools and their communities
establish shared goals and thus builds public support for and commitment to
the schools and their educational objectives. This and other research vvill be
addressed in this paper.
Effective communication doesn't just happen. It happens "With careful
planning, and the sender and the receiver share ideas and feeling and have a
)

mutual understanding of the message that v.ro.s sent. With effective
communications comes support.
What are the most effecti1:1e ways to improve communication
between the home and school? Parents have different perceptions
concerning what they consider to be effective forms of communication
Volithin the elementary school-community.
As an educator and member of the Kelso community, the researcher
wanted to find out the parents· perspectives on effective school-community
relationships in the elementary setting, searching for areas of communication
that could be highlighted as effective. The researcher believes that parents
see communication aspects that educators have a tendency to overlook.
Parents see through a different shade of glasses. This project was designed
to identify those techniques which are considered effective by the parents,
using the ethnographic approach which is the ,Yparticipant/observer" method.
The specific purpose of this project was to explain communicative techniques
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which were perceived by parents as effective for school-community
relationships, using this approach.
The rest of this project "Will explore the importance of effective parent
school-community communications and what is needed to meet the goal
according to the parents.
Chapter 2 will include research done by others in the field who have
capitalized on the importance of effective school communications and what
they found out to be necessary and useful.
Chapter 3 will discuss research methodology. This chapter will
include the process of interviews and the questions that were asked and
addressed to the parents interviewed in the ethnographic study.
Chapter 4 is a discussion of results and the data collected. A brief
summary of the eight interviews will be included and from these summaries
categories emerged, mentioning common threads of information, as well as
information that ""Was seldom mentioned yet the researcher felt as pertinent
and necessary and what all this data means.
Chapter 5 provides a summary and conclusion of the project and any
recommendations that will be passed on to the building administrator and
peer group.
Following Chapter 5 will be an appendix. In this appendix ~Nill be the
interviews, including the questions and responses given by the eight
individuals interviewed.

Chapter II
Review of Literature
Communication is a cooperative enterprise requiring mutual
interchange of ideas and information, and out of Which
understanding develops and action is taken.
(Kindred, Bagin, and Gallagher, 1964; 76)
)

When reviewing the literature, this writer found that there were
many researchers Who llad studied effective school communications, yet
each had his/her o'W?l conclusive theory pertaining to the elements of
effective school communications.
This chapter is divided into two major parts Which are elaborated
do'W?l into detail and also mentioned throughout this paper /project. There
are many elements to effective communication and these also Will be
addressed. The two categories that this writer views as primary are ( 1)
Effective School Public Relations, and (2) Parental Perceptions.

4
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Effective School Public Relations
Research done by Pat Howlett ( 1988; 10), dealt v..rith the v.,ay to
weave the community involvement together to inspire enthusiasm by all.
Leaders in the school seeking a top-notch relations program are suggested to
follow these ground rules:
1) Really Know Your Community: Listen to everyone about everything
and learn to care about what's bothering them. Seek out and get to
know those individuals who are the keys to understanding the
community.
2) Target Your Communications: An effective community relations
program issues messages designed to stimulate interest, reassure,
prod to action, or just inform all concerned, and it delivers such
messages in a way that the people can best be served.

3) Recognize, Respect, and Reach out to Interest Levels: It is the job of
the school leaders to present a clear connection v..rith their cause and
the citizens· best interest. There needs to be a personal link to the
citizens and the school, because many citizens will not and cannot be
expected to respond to communications about schools that they feel
no relationship to.
Isobel Pfei!fer and Jane Dunlap also state that it is essential to get ruu
community involvement~ but they travel a different avenue. They feel
advertising is the key. "Every school has some strengths worth publicizing.
What makes a school special is what the public looks for" ( 1966; 14).
Similar views are shared by William Thurman. Public relations is the
key to effective communications. NPublic support only comes to school
leaders wno consistently maintain and convincingly demonstrate an
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awareness of the problems of the schools and commitment to solve them"
(Thurman 88; 34).
Thurman further states that you must be honest with the public, and
he has identified seven guidelines to effective public relations.
1) Credibility: A climate of trust must exist.
2) Context: System must be consistent with the realities of the
school system.

3) Content: Must have meaning and relevance to the public.
4) Clarity: Message must be simple as possible.

)

5) Continuity: Requires constant repetition to succeed.
6) Channels: Establish channel of communication.
7) Capability of Audience: Make message to require your audience
to absorb as little as possible.

A quality educational program, a planned and systematic program
including goals, needs assessment research, personal good will, honesty,
sound media relationships, two-way communications, and enthusiasm are
the criteria shown from research done by Steve Toy ( 198 7) to be most
important for a school district community relations program.
Thurman and Toy would agree that honesty to the audience is
important when dealing with public relations. Thurman states, ,Ypublic

)

confidence is enhanced when school leaders are known to be aware of school
problems and publicly on record has determined to correct them."
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«The schools only reflect the communities they serve» (Zuckerman
1966). Zuckerman also agrees that honesty to the school-community is
important. He encourages individual administrators to speak out publicly
about the problems affecting public education. Studies show that people
Who acquire their information about the schools from employees tend to
support the schools more than the people vmo get their information from
other sources.

Research Related to Parental Perceptions of School Communications
Do visitors to a school setting freely feel that they are being
welcomed into a friendly environment of learning, or do they feel they have
)

entered a cold repressive institution Which really has no place for them?
Reports from James Stainbrook states that principals and other
administrators set the example for their staff and establish the tone for the
entire school. «oo the things we are doing and the way in Which we are
doing them contribute to the ambiance in a figurative sense of the familiar
welcome matr ( 196 7; 69). School leaders must personalize the schools more
to enhance the comfort of those being served (Kindred, Bagin, Gallagher,
1964).

Many schools do some forms of parent-communication such as
parent/teacher conferences, newsletters, open-houses, and PTA/PTO groups.
Meanvmile, volunteer programs bring citizens into the schools, vmere they
provide much-needed services, share their skills, share their experiences
with children, and engage in informal discourse with educators about the

)

system. Because so many schools and school districts are taking steps to
build communication links between home and school, one might logically
suppose that these steps are firmly grounded in research. However, such is

not the case (Cattermole and Robinson, 1985; 49). With their research,
however, they found that direct, personal contact is the key.
In Canada and the United States 400 parents were randomly selected
to participate in a survey (Cattermole and Robinson). The questions in the
survey were:
1) What are the actual -ways in "Which you learn about your child's school
and "What do you consider to be the preferred -ways for you to learn
about your child ·s school?
2) What are the most effective ways for parents to communicate with
schools?
)

3) To "What extent do you -want to be informed and consulted regarding
decisions made at your child's sc11ool?

Interestingly, children are both the most frequent source of
information about the schools and the source from "Which most parents
receive their school information. Parents also prefer ( 1) information that is
directed specifically to them by the school, such as phone calls and report
cards, and (2) face-to-face interactions, such as parent-teacher conferences
and personal visits. These results show that firsthand resources, a direct
approach, are preferred, and parents, if kept informed, are content to let the
school authorities make the major decisions related to school !ife.
Teacher and parents are believed to share common goals for children.
These common goals are achieved most effectively "When teachers and
parents work together (e.g., PTA/PTO or co-operatively) (Epstein 1986).
A successful partnership "'1ith school community relations involves
more than exchanging information with parents and acquainting them "'1ith

r-,
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the school. It involves cooperative work on problems that affect children
and advance the cause of education. Nothing else produces a better
understanding in parents of the school and a deeper sense of responsibility
for its progress (Kindred, Bagin, and Gallagher).
Parents of 1,269 students in 82 first, third, and fifth grade classrooms
in Maryland completed and returned by mail questionnaires on the parent
involvement practices of their children ·s teachers. The results revealed that
the parents· attitudes toward the public elementary school and teachers
were remarkably positive. About 90% of the parents agreed that their
elementary schools were run well. Despite positive attitudes about schools
and teachers in general, parents reported that teachers could do more to
involve parents in learning activities at home and that homework was useful
for their children (Epstein).
Communication from the school to the home is sometimes considered
"parent-involvement» (Epstein 1986) but it is usually only parent
information.
In the same Maryland sample, about 16% of the parents said they
received no memos from their child's teacher, over 35% had no
parent-teacher conference, and about 60% never spoke to the teacher on the
phone.
Another study by Bonnie Sloan ( 197 3) found that parents prefer a
more direct, personal contact from the schools. Issues such as discipline,
homework, curriculum, and the school day were addressed in this survey.
The modal response of the parents "'18.S, "I would like to be informed on this

)

matter.»
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If schools really want to communicate more effectively with parents,

they have only to develop more fully the traditional modes of home /school
communication that rely on direct, personal contact between educators and
parents (Cattermole and Robinson).
Slezak ( 1983) concludes that personal communications are the most
effective. He found that the public's primary sources of information are, ( 1)
their children, (2) staff members, (3) mass media, and (4) district
publications.
In 1986 a survey was conducted by Rob Rice in Winlock, Washington
which asked parents of elementary students to indicate how they received
school information and how they preferred to receive school information,
)

and the most effective method they use to get information about the school.
The results provided the following information:
1)

The school newsletter is the major form of communication from the
school.

2) Parents rely to a great extent on information provided by their
children.

3) Parents want to receive information from the schools in a personal
manner through conferences.
4) Patrons want and need personal communications.

~
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George Paw'.las ( 1985; 283) describes a school-wide program of
improving communication with parents. Such a program would include:
1) Positive telephone contact with teacher and the principal.
2) A monthly principat·s ne"WSletter.
3)

Parents· comments on report card envelops.

4) School improvement council.
5)

Project LOVE (Let Older Volunteers Educate).

6)

Parents· visits and lunches.

7) Written comments by the principal and student·s papers.
Cattermole and Robinson summarize best to both divisional
sub-categories of this project. First, educators must understand the needs
and expectations of students and parents if they are. to develop appropriate
school programs to meet those needs. Second, parents and other citizens
need accurate and up-to-date information about schools. Finally, close
communication between schools and their communities establishes shared
goals and this builds public support for schools.

Chapter III
Design of the Study
Once a rapport had been established between parents and this
researcher, interviews were conducted and tape recorded. The parents
interviewed, eight total, have children in the Barnes Elementary School.
)

Thease intervievoTS we,re, conducted to discover the, parents· pe,rception of
school-community relations in the Kelso School District.
A trusting rapport v.ras important \Alb.en interviewing, because in the
invitation to interview there is a confirmation to the participant that he or
she will be accepted as a human being -- not just someone \Alho provides
data. As stated by Jan Weber ( 1986 ), the interview is private and
confidential, but also social and public. What begins as an intimate
conversation between two people may soon find its ,;,,.ray to the public arena.
The focus of analysis will be on \Alb.at the participant says, not on fumbling
words of the interviewer.
The interview is a conversation between the interviewer and
participant that extracts the participant's lived experience, pursuing shared
understanding.
12
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An ethnographic approach was used. Ethnography can be defined as
the "participant/observer" method. This method allowed the researcher to
be authentic in question and manner. Six questions were constructed to ask
each participant (appendix A). Each question was related to an aspect of the
local destrict communication efforts. With the ethnographic approach, the
researcher was able to diverge from the prepared questions. The
ethnographical approach is less formal and creates an atmosphere of
co-participants. Total acceptance of answers and understanding of
perceptions is required.
With the recommendations of the building administrator, Mike
Hanford, parents for the interviev,,s were selected on the basis of
involvement in the school. Parents wbo had children at various grade levels
were included to gain a wide-ranging scope of the communications at all
levels. Included in the population was a local business person \\lithin the
school-community setting. It was desirable to get his perception as a
business person of our efforts to communicate with local businesses. Also
chosen were parents wbo are actively involved in tl1e Booster Club, thus
showing support for the school and its communications efforts. A parent
wbo wasn't as actively involved in the school was also chosen, to allow a
representative of another group to comment.
The various intervie'WS lasted from 15 to 45 minutes, depending on
the depth and elucidation of responses and comfort of the interviewing. Of
the eight people interviewed, four were interviewed at home while the
remaining four willingly came to the school to be interviewed.
)
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The intervie-ws were taped and transcribed (appendix B). Specific
themes emerged from the intervieVvS. Data were interwoven with the
conversation \Alhich provided these ~emes.
Extensive library research v,,as incorporated into the project \Alhich
helped form the questions for the intervie-ws. Research also allowed this
investigator to capitalize on \A/hat other researchers in this field have seen
and experienced.
In order to help other district administrators enrich their
communications efforts, the data findings from this paper will be presented
to them by the local administrator. To provide the conclusions and to begin
improvement within school communications, this data will also be shared,
during a specific staff meeting, with the Barnes Elementary Staff.

/

Chapter IV
Discussion of the Results
In order to understand the discussion of the results, the researcher
felt it was important to give a profile of the Barnes Elementary School setting
and a description of the Kelso community in order to understand the
)

responses to the questions and comments in Appendix B.
Barnes Elementary School is designated as a Chapter One eligible
school. This means that a minimum of 33% of the students qualify for and
are served by a federally funded breakfast and lunch program. The
students currently receive direct int.ervention from a variety of community
agencies including mental Health, Community Drug and Alcohol, Department
of Human and Health Services, the Department of Indian Education, and the
Juvenile Justice System.
Kelso is not a wealthy community. According to a 198 7 demographic
,...._
survey, 34.4% of Kelso households earned $10,000 or less, and 10.4% were
unemployed. The largest employer in the community is the Kelso School
District.

15
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Eight parents were asked the follomng prepared questions. The
questions and the results of the intervie"'15 are tabulated briefly in this
chapter.
Table I
- 1.

What communication techniques used by individuals, do you feel are

effectively used by the Kelso School District, especially at Barnes Elementary
School?
Technique

Frequency of Responses Given
by the Eight Interviewees

Parent Teacher Conference

3

School Ne"'15letter

3

Phone calls

3

Notes sent home by teacher

2

Home visits by teacher

2

Availability of staff

2

School calendar

1

Booster Club contact

1

Back To School Night

1

Parents receive most of the communications about the school from
the annual parent-teacher conferences, the bimonthly school ne-wsletter, and
)

personal phone calls made by the teacher. However, it appears that parents
also appreciate notes from the teacher which are sent home Vvi.th the
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children. Further, it seems that parents would encourage home visits by the
teacher; and tl1ey desire availability by the staff. A few parents also felt
that the school calendar, Booster Club contact, and the Fall Back-To-School
night were effective.

Table II

*2.

How do you perceive the school-community relationships in this

setting?

Perception

Frequency of Responses Given
by the Eight Interviewees

Needs improvement

5

Needs more parent.al involvement

3

Socio-economics and setting creates
a problem for effective relationships

2

The main office is intimidating in its first impression

1

Barnes is doing a great job of
keeping the community involved

1

Parents need to be given the benefit of
the doubt in allo'Wing them to be actively involved

1
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Obviously most parents felt that the school-community relationships
in the Barnes Elementary setting need improvement. There needs to be
more parental involvement to aid in this. It 'Was also discussed
that due to the socioeconomic background and the setting of the Barnes
Elementary School, this provides for ineffective relationships, vm.ere parental
involvement is minimal. The main office -was considered an intimidating
place to visit by one interviewee and could use more 'Warmth in its
atmosphere. One parent felt, with its past history of low parental
involvement, that the school has not given parents the benefit of the doubt
and a chance to become involved.

Table III

• 3.

What do you think are the key elements to effective

school-community relations?
Element

Frequency of Responses Given
by the Eight Interviewees

)

Parental involvement

4

Phone calls

3

Communication in general

3

Notes sent home by teacher

2

Personalcontact(one-on-one)

2

Publicity (media)

1
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Parental involvement is the key to effective school-community relations.
Almost as important as parental involvement are the ability to communicate
between the school and the community and phone calls directly to the
homes. Also considered effective were notes sent home by the teacher and
any other personal, one-on-one, contact. Publicity and media were also
considered as important as avenues of effectiveness in the school community
relations.

Table IV

#

4.

What type of school communications do you receive that you consider

effective, and which do you consider ineffective?
Effective Communications

Frequency of Responses Given
by the Eight Interviewees

School newsletter

4

School calendar

2

Teacher notes

2

Visitation at conferences

1

Student Handbook

1

The Educator (district-wide publication)

1

One-on-one contact

1
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Table IV continued ...

Ineffective Communications

Frequency of Responses Given by
the Eight Interviewees

The Educator

3

Late notices of information

2

Too much paperwork to mill through

1

Important information should
Be sent home separate

1

The bimonthly ne""5letter, The Bear Facts. is the most effective school
communications received by the parents. Parents also felt that the school
calendar and teacher's notes are a plus. Also viewed as effective were the
visitations between parents and teachers at the yearly conferences, the
student handbook 'Which is handed out at the beginning of the year, and
one-on-one contact and the district-wide publication, The Educator. 'Which is
mailed to the Kelso population.
The school district publication, The Educator. was viewed as the most
ineffective means of communication that is mailed or received because the
information is mainly of high school activities and covers past and not
current or upcoming events. Also, some parents felt that they received their
information too late to plan for school events. Important information should
be sent home separately, and the district should try to cut back on the
numbers of papers sent out for the population to read.
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Table V

-5.

Can you think of other communication efforts that you see would be

helpful for effective school-community relations?

Suggestions

Frequency of Responses Given
by the Eight Interviewees

More school sponsored activities
to draw parents to the school

3

More one-on-one contact

2

More advertisement

1

More patron tours provided by the district

1

Principal's newsletter

1

More parental involvement in the Booster Club

1

Parents of the Barnes Elementary setting would enjoy the
opportunity to get to know their child's teacher and peers. School sponsored
activities are a suggested way to accomplish this. It "vnS also mentioned that
this program could be prepared by the children, in order to provide an
incentive to get the parents involved. Parents would also like more
one-on-one contact as a personal touch. Advertising, frequent district
sponsored patron tours, parental involvement in the Booster Club, and a
principal ·s letter sent home to famities were also mentioned as possible
effective means of communication.
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Table VI

#6.

Of all the effort to keep you informed, \Albich one or two do you feel

has been the most effective?
School Communication Efforts

Frequencv of Responses Given
by the Eight Interviewees

Parent-teacher conferences

5

School newsletter

4

Back To School Night

1

Report cards 'With comments on them

1

First, parent-teacher conferences are the most effective means of
communication \Albich is currently provided by the Barnes Elementary
school. Secondly, the school newsletter is viewed as important in relaying
information to parents. Back To School Night and report cards l/olith
comments were also considered effective.

An unabridged transcription of the interviews is included in the
Appendix B. Suggestions derived from the interviews are included in
chapter five.

Chapter V
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
The researcher investigated the effectiveness of the Kelso,
)

Washington, School District's communication '\lolith parents. The method used
was structured intervie"'v\1S of parents from Barnes Elementary School of that
district. The intervie"'v\1S were conducted individually, the conversations were
taped and transcribed, and the responses were categorized and tabulated.
The results '\lolill be presented to the Kelso School District.

)
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Conclusions
There are many conclusions to be dra""11 from the specific elements
in the tables. These appear to be the most relevant to the local school
district.

)

1)

Parents receive most of tt1e communications about the school from
the annual November Parent-Teacher conferences, the bimontbly
school ne"'1Sletter, and personal phone calls made by the teacher.
Parents also appreciate notes sent home by the teacher and
encourage teachers to visit their homes.

2)

The bimonthly newsletter, the Bear Facts. is the most effective
school-community communications received by the parents. The
school cale-ndar and personali2ed notes sE>nt by the teacher is
considered a plus.

3) Parents would appreciate more school involvement. Parents feel
their involvement is the key to effective school-community
relations.

4) One-on-one (face to face) contact is viewed a highly effective
means of communication between tbe school and community.
5) Parents appreciate a less formal introduction to the school whether
by the office or teachers. Parents like to hear about student
activities that emphasizes learner activities.

25
Recommendations
The researcher recommends the following suggestions to the Kelso
School District and the Barnes Elementary Staff.
1) The School District should continue with their efforts plus apply
more one-on-one contact between the school and community
(parents).
2) The School District (Barnes Elementary School) should increase the
communication efforts from teachers and building administrator
because parents appreciate information closely related to their
child.
3) The school should lessen the amount of paper work sent home by
the schools and that any information that is important should be
sent home separately. This would eliminate having to mill through
so many papers.

4) More activities for parental involvement should be addressed and
applied as a means for more support.
5) Finally, the entrance to the school should convey a feeling of
warmth and welcome to parents, \lolith openness, color, and perhaps
examples of student work.
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Appendix A

1.

What communication techniques used by individuals do you feel are
effectively used by the Kelso School District (Barnes Elementary
School)?

2.

How do you perceive the School-Community relationships in this
elementary setting?

3.

What do you think are the key elements to effective school-community
relations?

4.

What type of school communications do you receive that you feel are
effective? Ineffective? -- Which ones? Give examples.

5.

Can you think of other communication efforts that you see would be
helpful for effective school-community relations?

6.

Of all the efforts made to keep you informed, "'1hich one or two do you
feel is the most effective?

)
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AppendixB

Interviewee • 1
"What communication techniques used by individuals do you feel are
effectively used by Kelso School District, i.e. Barnes Elementary School r
"Well, I feel that the most effective techniques are teacher-parent
conferences, teacher-home visits, and especially letters or notes to home, not
so much individual, but the school ne"'1Sletter, and the Bear Facts.»

"How do you perceive the school community relationships in this
elementary setting? How do you think we as a school perceive things and
point our communications to the community in general?»
"I think that Barnes does a good job at keeping the community
informed, the ne'WSletter that I mentioned before, the Bear Facts and The
Educator from the school district is informative, but I also feel that it does
focus a lot at the Junior High and High School Level. I think we·ve made, or
Barnes has made, an effort to educate in different "'v\18.ys. For instance the
class that v,ras held by Jay Harder, the Parenting Class, I think was an
effective v,ray of reaching out to our community to those "'1110 need help in
that area. A lot of people in our area need help in parenting skill. As far as
communications, I think that it is pretty well done by the ne~letter that
comes out and by individual contact that each teacher does.N
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"What do you think are they key elements to effective
school-community relations?"
"I think the first key is communication, specifically phone calls. I
should be able to feel that I can make that phone call as well as expecting
return contact from the teacher. Also, there should be no problem feeling
welcome when I come to the school. I need to know that I can come and visit
the teacher in the classroom if I feel there is a need to do that. Also, notes
home. Those kinds of things I feel are important, the personal one-on-one
type of communications.»

"What type of school-communications do you receive that you feel
are effective and ineffective?"
"Probably the thing that I like the best when the school year starts is
the school calendar. It's really nice to be able to look ahead for planning
vacations and seeing when pictures are being taken, conferences are being
held, all those kinds of things that we need to plan for. I really like the
calendar, and I like the student handbook. It helps me find out what is
expected of me as a parent and what is expected of my child here at Barnes.
I think those two items are really good especially to start the year off. The
Bear Facts. as I stated before, is helpful as far as what is expected on a
weekly basis, also the personal kinds of things from the teacher. I think I
mentioned before that The Educator is informative about what is happening
at the district level but not so much at the elementary level.»
)
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«so you're saying that possibly one of the ineffective \.\Tays of

communication would be The Educator. if it is more geared at the High
School?"
«Yes, I think so. I wouldn't say that I wouldn't \.\Tant it to receive it.
After all, I find it interesting, and it is nice to know what is going on at the
district level, but as far as our particular school, I suppose because there are
so many elementary schools in our district that we really aren't written up
there very often. It is more at the upper level."
•Ycan you thing of any others you find this school system or school
district here does within Barnes that is ineffective?"
«No, I really can't. I think they do a pretty good job."
«can you think of other communication efforts that you see would be
helpful for effective school-community relations, or even improvement of
school-community relations?"
«I can't think of any that we don't already do. I think it would be

nice to have more involvement 'With the Barnes Booster's Club by the parents.
It would be nice to have better support from them. It goes out in the
ne"'1Sletter, I know, every two weeks of the meetings and other things like
that. So, I think the information is out there, but I·m not sure why it's not
being, or why there isn't a lot of communication back from the parents.
Probably just because of our area. But I think school conferences in
November are a good idea. It is good that they are early on in the year before
)

problems arise, and if any problems do arise any sooner than that, I expect to
be informed of them."
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"Of all the efforts made to keep you informed, which one or two do
you feel is the most effectiver
"The ones that I think have kept me most informed are
parent-teacher conferences, Back To School Night and the Bear Facts."
"Why do you say the Bear Facts?"
"Simply because that keeps me informed on a weekly basis of what's
happening at the school."

Interviewee " 2
"What communication techniques used by individuals do you feel are
effectively used by Kelso School District, i.e. Barnes Elementary School?"
"I think the parent-teacher conferences are excellent. The principal
and teachers and office staff are open to any parent at any time. All I have
to do is call. The Booster Club provides another means, because sometimes
they mll contact us, where they won't contact the principal or the office staff,
cause they feel intimidated. They think we're more one-on-one, so we're
going to work more on or trying to improve. In other words trying to draw in
more parents so we're going to gear in on that this year, and hopefully
improve on communications."
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"Can you think of any efforts made by individuals besides the Booster
Club that you see as a strength?"
"Well, I like the accessibility of the principal. Because you come here
in the morning, and he's not sitting in his office. He's out and he's visible, and
the parents know that and any parent that comes here and needs to talk to
him can reach him because he ·s here. He ·s not behind an office door.
Most of the teachers are out and about."
"How do you perceive the school community relationships in this
elementary setting?"
"I think they are in serious need of improvement especially from the
Booster Club area. We could have a lot more parents coming dovVn here and
be involved, and not just in the Booster Club activities but in the school
activities themselves. Now, kindergarten is fine, it has good mother
involvement. Grade one, in Bob Reistroffers room, that is excellent. That is
the only one I have seen so far. I know from a volunteer aspect, you always
see the same ones doing all the same work. There are very few times that
you get new ones drawn in and we·re going to work on that too."
"Do you perceive that the way that the school communicates within
the community though, do you see that as somewhat effective?"
"Yes, because the school sends out the information. It's what the
parent does with the information after it gets home. That's where the
problem lies, it's not with the school."
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"What do you think are the key elements to effective
school-community relations?
"I feel, it is accessibility, so that those parents who feel the need to
contact anybody at the school for any reason, don't feel intimidated. I think
it's important for them to have an open door policy, v\/hich is basically here.
But you have to have parents who basically care enough for their own
children to make contact. Sometimes, I don ·t know whether there is anything
that can be done for that, to get the parents more activated, hopefully there is
somewhere."
"What type of school communications do you receive that you feel are
effective? Ineffective?"
""I particularly like it when something comes marked "ATTENTION" to
the parents, and it mentions the kids name. That is immediately an eye
catcher to me because it's about my kid. I know that I'd better look at this
really good. I enjoy the newsletter that comes home on Friday's, although I
do 'Wish that it came out at the first of the week, especially when it mentions
Booster Club meeting, because sometimes it lists meetings that are going on
that day."
"Are you talking about the newsletter, Bear Facts?"
"Yes, that's right. I like the accessibility, because all you have to do is
call and you're able to reach anybody you want (teachers, principals, office
staff, etc.) and they are always 'Willing to help. I enjoy the calendars and
conferences. They are real helpful."
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NDo yo1,1 think the conferences are real helpful?"

NYes, I do, but there again, you have to have parents involved. If the
parents are interested, then the conferences are great, because you can ask
anything from that teacher and they'll help you. If you are having any
problem with your kid, and you ask the teacher, 'Does my child need
counseling?' she'll, say, 'Yes, he does' and then give the reasons why, and all
you have to do is ask."
"Can you think of anything that we are doing that is ineffective?"
NSometimes the administrative offices 'Will call and ask for help and
they don't give you any leave time. That is ineffective because it doesn't
leave a lot of time to line people up. People are simply too busy these days.
They've got a lot of things going. The whole world seem to be busier. Time
goes too fast."
"Yes, I agree!"
"Can you think of any others?"
"That is the only one I ·ve run into on a personal basis."
"Can you think of any other communication efforts that we don't do
now that you see would be helpful on improvement of school-community
relations?"
"Perhaps if an activity could be arranged to draw the parents to the
school "'1here they could visit 'With other parents one-on-one, 'With the
I

teacher, principal, office staff, and aids, maybe they would take more
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interest in their children and in the things that went on in the school, and just
be more oriented to-ward support:"

"Would this be an event that involved both the children and the
parents or just the parents onlyr
"I think it would be better to involve the children and the parents.
One good one that seems to work is to have a program provided by the
children. I haven't seen a parent yet resist coming to -watch their child
perform. I mean, that's their kid up there, \\Thatever the parent's position,
\\Thether the parent is broke or well-to-do, they take pride in their children,
hopefully, and come and -watch."

"Of all the efforts made to keep you informed, which one or two that
we are currently using do you feel are the most effective?"
"I enjoy the Bear Facts. \\Thich is a newsletter that comes home.
Another one that I am impressed with is on the report cards, where the
teachers can write down their observations and encouragements."

"Oh, do you mean the comment section on the report cards?"
"Yes, the pats on the back for the kids, sometimes it needs to
improve, and sometimes it's a real pat on the back and that's good for the
kids and their self-esteem level. The best -way to do this in this area is to
come to the school and be involved."
)
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Interviewees • 3 & 4 (husband and wife)
"What communication techniques used by individuals do you feel are
effectively used by Kelso School District, i.e. Barnes Elementary School?"
(wife) "The Bear Facts newspaper I think is really effective. I know
I read it every single time because I get a lot of information out of it. The
school calendars I could not live without. I have one on my calendar, I mean,
my wall at all times because that is really how I know what is going on at all
times. If we didn't have that, I don't know what we'd do. I mean, I really
don't. When in the beginning of the year it comes late, I'm sunk because I
have to keep notes down on the bottom of my old calendar."

"How do you perceive the School-community relationships at the
Barnes Elementary setting?"
(wife) "Parts of it are really good, and parts of it are not good at all.
It seems that there are a small group of individuals that sort of get in and run

the school. And others, it's not that they're not asked to join in, but I think
that it's maybe they don't feel welcomed."

"Are you talking group members or teachers?

(wife) "Group members.»
"Okay. Only group members, not teachers ever."
(wife) "Never."
"Okay.»
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,vwhat is your perception as far as vmat is going on between the
school and community Volithin Barnes itself, how do you perceive that?"
(Volif e) "Between the school? Not okay! I think it's very good in some
parts and in some parts it could use some improvement. I know that tater on
we're going to talk about another question that I have quite a bit of input on.
I know that the office in Barnes is our first line of defense as far as
communicating Volith the rest of the community. It is also our first step
forward, or our first impression, and I think that could use a lot of
improvement. People are uncomfortable vmen they go in that office. I am in
no way a timid person, and I am uncomfortable vmen I go in that office, and
I ·ve been in this school, how long? What is this, my fourth year? In and out
of that school how many times? I ·m still uncomfortable when I go in the
office, and I'm sure that has a lot to do Volith the relationship between the
school and the Barnes community.»

"As a business man, how do you perceive it?"
(husband) "It's like she's (his Volife) taken 100% of those duties, and
as a matter of fact the only time I go to the school is for a music type or for
Girl Scouts:''

"What do you think are the key elements to effective
school-community relations?"
(husband) "I would have to say, I guess a little bit more personal
contact. They seem to give a generic attitude and appeal. The notes are fine,
but we need somebody that is personal by maybe calting people, making
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contact somehow. What kind of communications are they trying to get
through that would be the question about the question?"
('Wife) "I think phone calls are very important. I know that is how
they got me into HOSTS in the first place was they called me up. I got a piece
of paper that said, "we're looking for volunteers at Which that point I got rid
of it, and then they called me on the phone, and I thought about it and I
thought "sure." I did it for a Whole year. That was very effective, calling me
on the telephone. Warmth would be very nice, where there is a little more
bonding 'Within the community of Barnes. I guess I would say Where you feel
comfortable going in there, Where you feel like you are really welcomed.~

)

"As a business man \lo/hat would you like to see that would be a key
element because you are '\Alithin the Barnes serving district?"
(husband) "As far as being close by the school, I think something
should be said if there is something going '\Al!"ong. Something might be
happening in the school, and you're going by there three or four times a day.
You know like in Lacey \lo/hen all that -was happening, they were having, I
don't know '\Alb.at, people were trying to pick up the kids. They were having a
real problem in Lacey."
"You mean something that might affect your business?"
(husband) "Well, it wouldn't really affect my business. I was just
saying that as far as going by the school, I don l see how my business (cabinet
shop), is really affected by the school unless there are problems. Other

)

businesses might be in a little bit different situation .

.Y
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NWhat exactly do you mean when you say, 'If something is going on?"'
(husband)

Nlf

something is happening around tlle school or district.»

Nsuch asr
(husband) NWell, like in Lacey. There \\las somebody "'1b.o was trying
to pick up the kids. Wasn't therer
(mfe) NThree times a week I walked my kids to school for two
years.»
(husband) Nit was real serious there. Drugs! They (businessmen)
could actually help and keep their eyes out, and if they saw somet11ing you
could actually report it. At one time there were deaths at the school (Lacey).
)

Nobody would even pay attention to it.»
"What type of school communication do you receive that you feel are
effective? Ineffectiver
(mfe)

NI

think the ne\\/Spaper, the Bear Facts ne\\/Spaper is really

effective. You get a lot of information out of that, off of the calendar too. I
know I said this on the first question. As far as ineffective, The Educator is.
I don't get much out of it as far as information that affects me personally.
But other than that I think they do a real good job as far as communicating as
far as Barnes School goes. I do notice that they didn't have any thing about
early dismissal on conference week, which I felt was kind of interesting. I
read it three times and it didn't have anything."
)

"But, they did send out notices?"
(wife) "Yes, but there \\Tasn't anything in the paper. I thought that
""1a.S

really strange. Usually you know they're real good about that. Other

than that I think they do a fine job of keeping me informed of What's going
on!"

"Do you find that there is anything that is ineffective besides The
Educator?"
(wife) "Not really. I think they do a really good job."

"Can you think of other communication efforts that you see would be
helpful for effective school-community relations?"
(wife) "As far as communication efforts, yes, I can think of one real
main one. Basically the reason I know about it is from What I do for Girl
Scouts. I am a troop organizer, and I recruit people. That is all I do. It's real
easy. It's not real easy. I shouldn't say that. You can send papers with a
generic request like, 'If you would like to be a leader, please send in this
paper' and you'll never get anything. You can stand up in front of a meeting
and give a generic, 'Who wants to help?' and you never get anything. But, if I
get you on the phone, you're mine! I have no problems at all, not really,
getting all the help I need. I shouldn ·t say all I need, that's not true, you
never have enough help, not matter how hard you try. But there is more
success on the telephone on a one-on-one basis. If the school could get some
volunteers, not somebody that is going to call and mumble, 'would you like to
help?' but somebody with a lot of enthusiasm and let them know that they
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really are needed down there, they really are appreciated, I think that there
could be a lot more people invol>vTed. I know people right now that say, «wen,
I don't do anything; I just sit home and twiddle my thumbs,' and all they
have to do is be asked. All they have to do is be asked! All you have to do is
give them a little push. Hardly anybody goes on their own initiative, not very
many percent \/vise. And you were talking about how you didn't have any
help, you know like last year \lv'ith the parents. I was wondering, was
anybody called. Miss Hoffman if you would have called, I would have been
down there. I would have been down there eight hours a day, five days a
week.»
(husband) «No you wouldn ·t have!»
(\lv'ife) "If after the three or four times per year \.\Then each parent is
contacted, even if they don't help, that is going to improve the relationship a
lot, I think, because you're going to feel more a part of it.»

«Do you find that parent-teacher conferences are effectiver

(\lv'ife) "Yes. I like them! I get to know the teachers, and I like tl1at.
Most of the time, I have scouted them out the year before, and I have my
preferences; and I request them. But I like them because it gives us a chance
to talk about some of the things that are not on a report card, like how tile

kid's self-esteem is. How is he getting along on the playground? Where do
you think he has problems? or whatever. And I like being able to talk to tile
teacher because she spends a lot of time \lv'ith tilem and tiley can see things
that maybe I can't. The teachers really fill in a lot of information that I
wouldn't get other\lv'ise, cause you don't get that from your neighbors, friends,
or anyone else.»
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"What about Back To School Nights?"
('\o\lif e) "Back To School Nights are good for me because I always go
and recruit new people. I love Back To School Nights personally. Back To
School Nights as far as the school goes, as a parent, I'd have to say that they
are rather ineffective. Basically because there are so many people there that
you don't get any one-on-one 'With the child's teacher. It is kind of nice to get
a look-see, but most of the time, depending on tlle situation, you have already
had a look-see the year before, or the child has. It's kind of nice to watch
them do their speech and see \'olhere they're headed. You kind of get a feeling
for their classroom ·s environment, but as far as the
relationship-communication type of thing, I don't thinks it's effective. The
.

)

confenmces are much more so.N
"A least threatening environment?"
(wife) "That's true, that's a good point."
(husband) "They won't come. They're just going to be going to see
\'olhat the kids do and stuff like that."
«They are more comfort.able in groups.»
('Wife) I never feel threatened one-on-one, but I suppose some
people do.»
"Of all the efforts made to keep you informed, \'olhich one or two do
you feel is the most effective?»
(wife) "I'd have to say the parent-teacher conferences and the Bear
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Facts newspaper and the calender."
(husband) •Yshe reads them and tells me."

Interviewee# 5
"What communication techniques used by individuals do you feel are
effectively used by Kelso School District, i.e. Barnes Elementary School?"
"I think telephone calls are probably the most efficient and the most
effective, just because you don't have a communication problem. If you·re
writing a note, notes back and forth, you're going to loose a lot. Notes home
can be effective I'm sure, but I still don't feel that they are as effective as
phone calls would be. I think that is about it as far as that goes. I think the
phone calls are the most effective."
"How do you perceive the school-community relationships at Barnes
Elementary School?"
"I think that Barnes being in the area that it is in just creates a
problem in itself. I think it could use improvement, but it's not anything that
the school could hope to achieve. I think that just because the children and
families in this district are a lot of low income famities, a lot of parents that
don't give a darn about what is happening with their children that there may
not be a lot of hope for improving the relationships."
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•Ywhat do you think are the key elements to effective
school-community relations?"
. .Good communication would certainly be a key element to effective
school-community relations, if you don't ha ..,e that communication, you are
losing a lot. I think another key element would be parent participation in
activities and in their children ·s education as far as having communication
with their teacher, staying on top of what their children are doing in school."
"What type of school communications do you receive that you feel are
effective?"
"I think that the Bear Facts is the most effective. The bimonthly
newsletter keeps me informed as to dates of school pictures, or swimming, or
any activity that is going on in the school. I think the ne"WSletter is by far the
most effective. And then if I get a letter home---a teacher's letter from my
child's teacher, that too informs me. These two are about the only ones I can
think of which are communications that I get at home that I get a lot out of."
. .Can you think of any that are ineffective?"
"Often times there is so much paper work that comes home in my
children ·s school bags. I go through it all, but I don't know if everybody goes
through it all. I even sometimes think that there is just too much. Sometimes
it gets to the point where I just think that this stuff must not be very
important so I just toss it without looking at it because there is so much. I
can ·t think of any thing specific right off hand, but there is an awful lot of
paper work to weave through."
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"Can you think of other communication efforts that you see would be
helpful for effective school-community relations?"
"I think that if the school sponsored more actiT,,1ities involving parents
that would make a big difference. The Booster Club now at this point offers
different activities vmere parents are included, but I don't think parents take
that as seriously as they would if the school or the principal -.;,vrote a letter
home, or however they choose to communicate "With the parents, advertising
this family night, or for vmatever you are going to try to get these parents
here, would be more effective. If it 'Was coming from the school instead of
the Booster Club, I think that it would be much more effective."
"Of all the efforts to keep you informed, v'Vhich one or two do you feel
has been the most effective?"
HI think parent-teacher conferences are number one. They are the

most effective. I think that being able to sit down "With the teacher and talk
one-on-one and finding out the progress of your child makes a parent feel
good. Whether it is good ne-ws or bad ne-ws, it makes a parent feel like the
teacher is concentrating on your child instead of the class as a 1v\1hole. It kind
of gives you an idea of vmat your child is doing, and I think that is important
to most parents. And again, concerning the Bear Facts. you are going to have

some parents "Who simply are not going to read it. For those children who do
bring it home, and for those parents vmo do read it. it can be a very effective
'Way of communication."
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Interviewees • 6 & 7 (husband and wife)
NWhat communication techniques used by individuals do you feel are
effectively used by Kelso School District, i.e. Barnes Elementary School?"
(wife) NI am really impressed with the notes that some teachers send
home with the kids. It is usually on a weekly basis that most of my kids
have had a note explaining what a good job they are doing in their daily
work, or even how well they have behaved. The notes are signed with a
funny gesture or even an intimate gesture with their names, and this lets the
kids know that tl1e teacher really cares about them. I think that it is
important that the kids reel good about their teacher. I really like the
teacher's aids. The past couple of years we have had a couple of instances
with playground activities. Teachers have called and needed to talk to the
parent, and they called with a real sincere motive for the purpose of the
benefit of the children discussing what was happening \hlith them at that
time. They weren't being critical, they were just looking out for the kids and
what was happening. I can remember a time when a music teacher called,
and we talked about an instrument. Most of the teachers that the kids have
had at Barnes have been real open to letting the students call them at home if
they have a question. I have felt like I could call the teachers in their homes
if I was confused about something and get that straightened out, because
sometimes I needed to know before the next day. The Bear Facts that comes
home every other Friday has in it most things that are necessary to know.
That's a real good way of communication. I know I read mine from front to
back, and I go to the calender \hlith it, and I put things on the calender right
off the newsletter, just to make sure I don't miss anything.N
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')

(husband) ,VYou feel more comfortable at the parent-teacher conferences
because you get to meet the teacher. You have more time to get to know the
teacher and ask questions about your kids. We eT?en had one teacher come
and meet us at our home, which makes it a little easier to communicate v.lith
them."
,VHow do you perceive the school-community relationships in this
elementary setting?"
(husband) ,VThey can be improved."
.vno you see th.em as not enough effort being made by the school to
)

get stuff out to the servicing community of Barnes?"
(husband) ,VYeah, because the only things we get is stuff because our
kids go to school there. If we didn't have any kids going to school there, we
wouldn't be able to support the school system other than through the
election."
"So you ·re saying that businesses probably aren't notified enough,
also?"
(husband) ,VProbably not.»
"Do you have anything you wanted to add to that?"
('wife) «No, I can't think of anything."
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NWhat do you think are the key elements to effective
school-community relations?"
(v"life) None that I think would be effective, that I haven't seen tried,
would be in the line of publicity in maybe a mailing that goes out to the
neighborhood. Something that could be mailed to the homes. People are very
apt to look at their mail more seriously than ~mat they might read in a store
v"lindow."
(husband) "Maybe even something on the local radio--some sort of
media other than mail. I don't know "'111at the cost would be there. I know
they would put up any sort of publicity or happenings on the big
computerized marquis that you can see from Allen Street and even the
free\Alay. Publicity that tells people what's going on in the schools that they
are paying taxes for."
"What kind of school communication do you receive that you feel are
effective?"
(\Alif e) "I think a really effective one is the Kelso School District's
ne'WSletter, The Educator. I read it from front to back because I \Alant to see
"'111at is going on at the Kelso schools. I v"lish it had more in it. I think it
could. There's a lot more things that go on that I know about, just at Barnes,
that doesn't go in to it. So, I am sure that a lot more things are going on at
the other elementary schools that could be added, and I \Alish that it would be
published more often than once a quarter. It really leaves a long span until
the next time, to put ne'WS in that has already happened a long time ago. I do
like our school ne"WSpaper that comes out every two weeks. I take that and
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glue it to the calender, and use it real often to make sure I am not missing out
on anything at the school."
NCan you think of any that are ineffective?"
(husband) NWhen I think of a school as being ineffective, I think of
the school gymnasium where we have our concerts and social functions, and
right now there is no P.A. system, so it seems like a real old fashion way of
getting a group of people together. When you don't have a P.A. system to talk
to hundreds of people that's bad communications. Also the seating facilities
are pretty poor. There is not enough room. For a group of parents who are
coming to be a part of it, it can be pretty frustrating. And not being able to
hear what is said by the teacher Who has given all of their work into
something and they are trying to talk--it is kind of disrespectful I ·ve felt."
Ncan you think of oth~_!" communication efforts that you see would be

helpful or effective school-community relations?"
(\A/ife) NI can remember the past school carnival, it is something that
a lot of the people in the community like to be involved in. I remember
when I was a child, they had a big spaghetti feed at the grade school, and lots
of people came to that. It was a big event for famities and neighbors to come
to get to know everybody. I don't know if people are still interested enough
to want to come and see what the school actually looks like, and where their
tax dollars are actually going. I know that Kelso does have some sort of tour

that they do for the patrons. I don't know if they do that once or twee a
year. I \Alish it was advertised a little more so people could know more about
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it so that they had more of a chance to go to it. A lot of people work during
the day, a big percentage of people work during the day, and they can't go to
a patron tour. And, I "Wish it -was held three times a year, or maybe held at a
time when more people could go and see what their school is like inside. One
reason "Why I would like to see "What it's like inside is in case it needs to be
spiffied up a little bit. I feel this way because I feel, right now, that Barnes in
particular needs some of our tax dollars to have improvements made."

Hean you think of anything we could do to improve it?"

(husband) NNo, not right off hand."

NHow do you see the general environment at Barnes?"
(husband) NI think it's a good environment that they have. They
have a good student-teacher communication and relationship. I think that
they have a good parent-teacher relationship, at least for us. Our oldest
daughter is in the sixth grade, and her teacher al"Ways keeps us well informed
and communicated and kept up "With. And we have been kept up to date
about our kids for the past seven years, thanks to the teachers and the
principals and the aids."

Not all the efforts made to keep you informed, which one or two do

you feel is the most effective?"
(wife) NI really look forward to November for parent-teacher
conterences. I am always excited about going to them. I don't know if that·s
)

because I'm partial because we've always had kids who were doing really
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well in school, and I'm not paranoki about going--I'm not Tv'lOrried about a
bad report. I know this because I am already checking in on how they are
doing in school before that time comes. I feel good about the fact that the
teacher is giving you a whole half-hour conference. It's not a ten or fifteen
minute conference, it's a half-hour conference, which is quite a bit of time to
sit dovro. and talk about one individual child. I ·m pretty impressed wit11
parent-teacher conferences."
(husband) ,YI think there needs to be good communication between
the parents and teachers besides the parent-teacher conferences so that
you're well informed even before you go to the parent-teacher conferences. I
think that if the teachers feel there is a need to get a hold of a parent and let
)

them know or even if the child is doing good the teacher should get a hold of
the parents, ·whether by phone or by note."
(wiie) "And just to add to that, at the beginning of the year,
especially, and I don't know if it's been on Back To School Night, or maybe it's
been most of the teachers have sent home a beginning-of-the-year letter.
Maybe it's been both. Because I·ve heard almost every teacher always make
it a point to let the parents know if for any special reason they want to have
a conference, call! That's really been stressed at the beginning of the year,
that at any time during the year that you want to talk to the teacher about
your child, to call them anytime, even at home or the school office, and they'll
get back to you right away. I remember that, and I was pretty impressed
\'\Tith that."
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Interviewee # 8
«what communication techniques used by individuals do you feel are
effectively used at Barnes Elementary School, maybe even used by
individuals?
«Basically just the one-one-one contact of parent teacher-relationship.
Mike (principal) out on the playground 'With the kids. The kids being able to

go into the office and talk directly to Zoe (secretary) and not be tall,ed down
to, all these are basically effective communications."
"How do you perceive the school-community relationships in this
j

elementary setting? Do you see them as something that could use
improvement or are they very positive and effective?"
"I think they, the school, should basically give the people or parents
in the community a better, well, they don't give them the benefit of the doubt
of being there or that they 'Will show up. If there 'Was more contact 'With the
parents, then I think they would make more effort to be there."
"So, v'lhat you ·re saying is, there ·s definite improvement that could be
made as far as the relationship here?"
«Yes."
"What do you think are the key elements to effective
school-community relations, and what are some things necessary in order to
have effective communications?"
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NWell, for the parents to be informed ~rlitll 'Vv11at·s going on and the
school to give them the benefit of the doubt as to what is going on.N

NDo you think things sent by mail, like notes of up coming events, are

effective?N
NNot really, they don't seem to be effective. I think that if there were
to be more contacts on the phone, more basically delegated out "'1here one
person \Alas to call 10-15 people, throughout the school, it would be more
effective

.N

NWhat type of school communications do you receive from the school
.

)

that. you feet are effectiver
NBasically, by my being here, I'm finding tllat tl1e one-on-one contact
of being informed is effective.N

""Do you think that there is anything that you receive from us that is

ineffective ?N
Nlf

something is important it's thrown into the school newspaper

rather than being put on a piece of paper and sent home. I think if it -vvas
sent out on a piece of paper of it's own rather tllan shoved in a newsletter, it
would be more effective

.N

"Can you think of other communication efforts that you see would be
helpful for effective school-community relations, maybe things that we aren't
J

doing yet?"
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«Just calling parents rather than sending papers home. And also
talking to them at the Booster Club. If there are things going on that t11ey can
be involved 'With and get more participation out of the parents and the
smaller group, the school should ca11 and get the communication flov,ling. I
don l think the schools are giving the parents the benefit of the doubt of what
they are capable of, and they are just sitting tl1ere waiting for an opportunity
to do something.N

"Do you think that tile parents definitely v,ront to get involved_. it's
just that we aren't giving them tile opportunity to get involved?"
,YYep.»
•

J

«okay.»
"I think that there is

a need for an evening meeting or maybe even to

get tile parents and to be contacted by phone which is probably going to be
what it takes and to get them to the meeting, and let them know v.,hat is
going on in tile school.N
«of all tile efforts made to keep you informed, which one or two do

you feel is the most effective?
NI don't know ... would that include just me making the effort to

being here myself?"
"Sure!»
"Is there anything that ..,"1€' do or that we need to do in your thinking

that that is effective?»
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"I believe that the newsletter is somewhat informative of what is
going on. If parents take the time to read it."

"What about conferences?"
"Conferences are a must, I think. That vvay it gives the teacher that
opportunity to get to know the parent, and hopefully the teacher feels free
enough to let them know exactly 'What their kid is doing in class. The open
house basically, I don't think it gives each and every parent enough time. I
think it gives the parent an idea of what is going on in the class, but if the
parents v,,ant to talk to the teacher, it's not enough time.
"Can you think of anything else?"

"Nope."

